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I have been 'coincidentally' also reading a lot on viruses, bacteria, and other
related things lately, and I wanted to add some input, after HPS Maxine's post on
China.
Surely, I know this may not be a beautiful post, but it's quite necessary.
Remember also - with meditations, good nutrition, and taking precautions within
the normal range [do not become crazy, just become aware], one is protecting
themselves. These things have always been around, and these things are nothing
new.
We have to be informed and be aware of these things.
There are no stupider people than those who claim that the universe is "Love".
The Universe is built on a lot of mass death. These asinine thoughts that the
universe is "Love" are only thoughts that can exist on a delusional and temporary
standard, in the minds of people who are somewhere on a bench zoned out on
weed. The universe isn't love. We are talking about stupidity lower than animals,
and big hypocrites who promote these things. They believe that if they continue
being blind, this will somehow change the universe, but all we get is the reverse:
Things become worse.
Diseases beyond imagination in their ugliness have been heaped on humans for
centuries, and plagues were quite frequent in the past. Don't ask me why, this is a
question to pose to Jews who have disallowed scientific research for centuries.
Maybe if we had 300 or 500 years of progress more without them, our world
would be completely secured now, and all of this a joke from the distant past.
Maybe Rife, Tesla, or someone after Flemming would have fixed this for us to look
at all of this as if it were a distant historic collective memory. They thought their
stupid Jew on the sky was more important. So we spent thousands of years trying
to come in terms with this stupid shit, disregarding important progress done in
the past, that we could build upon. Our civilizations have hit the reset button
again and again, great civilizations that could have progressed, were ruined from

within.
In regards to normal plagues, major plagues were direct results of our ignorance
of science. People thought it was a better idea to give kiss jewish ass and care
about jews, and cockblock science, and the results apparently haven't been quite
pleasant on that one. Only for this, the Jews need to be held liable and punished they have plagued the planet themselves.
Instead of developing scientifically and focusing on our life, the jews enforced on
humanity we run around stupid rocks in Mecca, and we read the fairytales of the
parasitic race of jews for thousands of years. This hasn't served well.
One example of the price paid for this, was the Influenza that hit humanity a
hundred years before than today. Unironically, this, like Ebola, was far more
violent and deadly for healthy people on the age of 20 and 40, which were on
their "Best time" immunologically. Influenza is just the "Common flu" as known
nowadays, but it heftily killed 50 million in a global population of 1.8 billion or so,
in a very short period of time.
Since 50 million is not quite understood by many people, around 1 in 6.25 or so
people in the modern US population would be dead. Everywhere you went and
saw 6 people, one of them, by present day numbers, would be dead.
However, not ALL viruses and related are 'coincidental'. Bio-warfare is a very real
thing. However due to the excessive risks involved, world powers refrain from this
type of warfare, as it's so easy to essentially ruin one's own self in the process
also. If some sort of bio-war broke out, it would be extremely terrible, more than
what most people ever understand. This has been planned by many world
governments worldwide for decades now.
Israel, China, and even the United States and Russia, do have full plans about this
specific case. Israel specifically has been created genetic based bombs [to kill non
jews and for jews to remain unaffected] for decades. However, global bio-war is
the worst type of war, as at the same time, things are very easy to go in an
unexpected way, which will wipe out everyone and not only those who were
planned to be taken down. Whole areas may become untreadable by this type of

warfare, and worse. Israel has been developing ethnic bioweapons, specifically
meant for Arabs and others. Clearly, if they had this, that would be deployed, so
it's really dangerous for them to use, given how many of them have a lot mixed
genes from the region. It may actually wipe them off too if they used this.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnic_bioweapon
https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/Eth ... -0028.html
I have seen many people behave very arrogantly, but that is the case of the
century. Man believes he has now conquered all, and that all stupidity is now
justified.
People forget that some White person named Flemming actually saved our ass for
a few decades, and moved us from what was apparently that most people hardly
lived past the age of 30. At some places worldwide 30 was the "Top age" number
for the majority of people. If someone made it to 50 they were considered some
sort of supreme elder. Before that, the situation was a terrible for many people
worldwide.
To make matters worse, thanks to the enemy, we seldom understood these
diseases to be something that could be scientifically fixed, as there was effectively
no science before a few centuries. To add insult to injury, "priesthoods" such as
jews and christians, also preached that these were "punishments of god",
eventhough they had for century the cures or scientific and health research from
Ancient Greeks and others, who had arrayed the causes of many diseases. They
used these for themselves, and to the masses they lied this was some sort of
myserious cause.
Of course the same people who didn't live past the age of 30, are now here to
dictate to everyone how they were gods sometime later. No progress made is
appreciated. That's to be expected. Typical delusions of the current century.
Everyone was a king on this planet and stuff. Kings that didn't live past 30 years
old, and queens that died over into some soil because of some terrifying disease
contacted by a rat, until a guy like Flemming came about and shared the

knowledge on how to counteract extreme viral infections.
It's a medical fact as well, that sooner or later, there *WILL* be some sort of
plague. This doesn't have to be man made either, as the pre-requisites of all of
this already are existing. All medical personnel and people studied in that can see
it. The question is not IF, the question is only WHEN. And if we will have been
prepared adequately before this happens as a planet. Every so often there are
new strains of viruses like Ebola, being a prime example, H1N1 before, which
were both at least somehow contained and put under control through regional
quarantine.
Now how many this can or will kill and how and if it will be contained, that is
another subject. Viruses, bacteria, and all infections, see paradise in a
multicultural world with what appears to be 20 billion population in a few
decades as is the population projection from now. A Virus only has a party in that
environment - endless people to infect, endless opportunities to advance, adapt
and evolve.
It takes a few people doing the wrong things on a place for a few years, and some
genetic mutations, and here goes an extremely powerful virus that cannot be
touched by any conventional modern medicine. Ebola is one example here.
Supposedly, the news died out on it, because it was "contained", or so they say.
But these viruses are never really "contained", it's just the media hype around
them dies.
But guess what happens with viruses here again? They evolve, and they can
potentially re-emerge.
I know also many people in the "Conspiracy" community like to say stupid stuff
like how everything of that is created by someone in a lab in some sort of
nefarious plan to wipe out mankind. All it takes to flip a book or look around and
you will find, a lot of extremely terrible things have not been built by man, nor
some nefarious guys on some lab. A lot of this, gets created by stupidity of
humanity, lack of sanitary habits, lack of care, or consequence.
All it takes to develop a lot of these extremely deadly viruses is just a few people

who sit by the poop of their cows for a few decades, or some who have become
immunized to something deadly, they carry it on a latent form in some invasive
boat, and come in a boat into your land somehow. They rape or some dumb
broad opens her legs to an invader, then, and they go back home, and they
transfer it to their husband. Then, the husband cheats after Sunday School with a
random prostitute, and the prostitute transfer something to 10 more men that
day. These go back home, transfer to the wife. The cycle goes on and on.
There are Nigerian hookers in Europe now, which are totally unchecked, and they
cost 5 bucks for sexual activity. One will see around hundreds of migrants lined up
to have full value of their 5 bucks in brothels. And some other married guys along
the line.
All I have to say, may the Gods help us really. Many of these things are hanging
from invisible forces, and not from human controlled ones.
On the contrary, global news are keeping silent on many of these things, and we
aren't told the full truth. For example, the sexual lifestyle humans lead worldwide,
with essentially boning anything that has two legs and walks around and of
course, without any protection, leads to taking copious anti-biotics to escape
from consequences. The consequences of this creates another consequence.
Super strains of pathogens such as Super Ghonnorhea and other pathogenics.
Now, we are to where two thirds of countries worldwide can't deal with this
ghonnhorea doesn't respond to regular antibiotics.
Scientists also know a lot of this has to do with race mixing. Virally, we know and
have had incidents before such as the theory of how syphillis came in Europe
from the Dominican Republic because people had sexual relations with foreign
races there in the 15th and 16th century or so. These things never end up good
from a viral standpoint. I mean, one can easily understand with elementary
knowledge, that the absolute best thing for a virus, is to find genetic diversity all
crammed in one place, as is the case today Different genes, extreme numbers of
people, different races, make a virus see this as party time. Literally so many
different people to infect, and so many opportunities to evolve in all of them, in
different genetic structures.

Don't wait for the medical sector to tell us what this is all deadly and the perfect
environment for super plagues, which is what rampant multiculturalism is. The
most ancient tribes understood a lot of these rules on a natural perspective level
and as such warned against race mixing. Which is perfectly normal, sane, and yes,
scientific also.
All we are told instead everyday is how the jews are great, and their idea of
mixing all races is nice, and that to welcome never ending millions of possibly
deathly sick people in your country, is a brilliant idea. If humanity becomes all
"One race", all the enemy needs to do to wipe us out in three weeks is to just
throw one bio-virus that will be focused for the human genome of "the one and
only human race".
Given differences will seldom exist in the Jewtopia of permanent mixture, by
then, we will be wiped out very easily. On the contrary, if there are many species
and races on the earth, this may be more difficult to achieve for them, as not
everyone may respond the same. Even small genetic changes can be life saving in
these circumstances, and even sub-races may hold keys to fending off specific
diseases.
The above is true biological diversity, and a true blessing for humanity - to be
really diverse. Mixing everyone together raises the risk of our collective extinction
by a virus or something similar. People being diverse has a lot of advantages, and
less disadvantages.
When you read the article below, an "Adventurer" went to tap some in Thailand,
because as we all know, that's a manly goal or something in the 21st century.
Apparently he also tapped along the tapping some extreme super Ghonnhroea
that was unresponsive to all treatment, when they returned to the United States.
What was so difficult to wear a condom? I guess it wasn't, but who cares, YOLO,
right? Wrong. This could have ended up in disaster.
Thankfully, this appears to have been contained. But if we didn't have a medical
sector and this person hasn't went to be checked, he may have spread this to 20
more people, and these to other 20. And this is how outbreaks tend to happen.
Syphillis broke out similarly in the past.

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/long ... 50456.html
Everyone has seen at least a jewish hollywood movie on that one, where some
sort of outbreak happens in New York or something like that. Meanwhile the Jews
are highly barring themselves and secluding themselves from everyone else more
and more as years go.
A lot of viruses love this environment, one of them being the Jews in a human
living form, whom, like a virus, enjoys that the rest of humanity is put at stakes for
destruction of their health. The rest of the actual natural viruses in non humanoid
form, get increased opportunities to advance in this reckless environment.
What I am trying to say is, that stupidity always somehow finds a way to come
back at us. We will be safer, healthier, and happier, if we don't give in to collective
stupid whims and random ignorance. We need science, we need research, we
need to advance. We cannot afford to waste time on jewish wars, stupid desert
cult dreams of jews, and other foolish things.
These rules the Gods have set such as to not defile one's species is not some
ethical or moral rule only, it's a really biologically based one also, and for our
collective future as a species.
It would be wise and better for us to listen.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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